
Stretcher

More Benefits In Special Cases – Lightweight Solutions.



Armrest
Standard armrests on either side 
for optimal lying comfort with 
individual setting capability.

Tray
Practical, large-format tray for 
patient and medical personnel, 
included with the unit.

Bed extension
Optional: Increase bed width by 
140 mm or 280 mm with click 
in bed extension for maximum 
comfort with bed width 800 mm. 

Small Person Restraint
Optional: Small Person restraint 
– to ensure that children and 
smaller individuals are transpor-
ted safely.

In the case of a sick or injured flight guest they are better off on a stretcher. especially if the stretcher is able to offer the highest possible 

degree of (safety) comfort. that is, as long as it fulfils the latest safety requirements. the “New Generation Stretcher System” from Bucher is 

fully able to meet all such requirements. And, furthermore, it surprises you with a thoughtful, practical functionality. At just 38kg, it is ready 

for patient transport in the blink of an eye. Folded together in a box, the stretcher saves space in the cargo area and can be transported to 

where you need it. continuing success on the market has proven the advantages of the Bucher Stretcher System. even more so since it was 

provided with full 16-g compatibility.

Discover the Bucher NGS Stretcher, which not only offers extreme versatility but also has a wide range of useful accessories.

16g NGS Stretcher XL

16g NGS Stretcher XL: our standard model, carefully designed 

down to the last detail and capable of installation within 10 -15 

minutes. 

Stretcher Step-X-Beam

New regional version: Step-X, the model with the specific beam 

for regional jets. A fresh solution to new market requirements.

Patient Transport Made Easy.



16g NGS Stretcher – Technical Specifications:

total weight 38 kg / 83.7 lbs

Installation time between 10 -15 min

Assembly no tools required, performed completely with “click system“

certification compliance FAr / cS 25

Included in the unit: Optional accessories:

Stretcher, complete with bed and mattress Waste Bag retainer

curtain Needle Box

Infusion bottle holder Oxygen rack

Armrests right/left and others. Our range of additional accessories, e.g. the 

various types of retainer, is constantly being expanded. 

In addition, we also offer customer-specific accessories.  

tray

We meet the statutory requirements of eASA, FAA and FAr / cS – through compliance with and perfor-

mance of various static and fire tests as well as interface load calculations. We also provide verification of 

Sustained engine Imbalance (SeI). In addition, we conduct 16-g dynamic tests. Permits for other countries 

are possible based on these tests.

As with all our systems, the Bucher NGS Stretcher System is in a process of continuous development and 

design optimisation – in particular incorporating customer feedback and practical empirical values. If you 

require a specific solution, we can create one based on a collaboratively prepared performance specifi-

cation that also includes relevant tests and approval. 

Benefit from solid know-how, valuable experience gained over many years and the innovative enthusiasm  

of our engineers.

P.S. the First Aid Module FAM for the Airbus A380 is an example of our high-quality engineering per-

formance (see picture right).

Certifications, Testing 

Engineering



In addition to its proven versatile design, the Bucher NGS Stretcher also has other advantages that are particularly evident in practical operatio-

nal situations and give the customer significant additional benefits. the result is increased efficiency – across all relevant aspects. comparisons 

with competitor solutions also show the superiority of our products. You can rely on our expertise and our organisation – your reliable partner 

for innovative quality solutions in patient transport.

Find out more about us and our products and services. And obtain detailed information about the Bucher NGS 

Stretcher. You‘ll be impressed, particularly as with our local presence we are just where you need us. We look forward 

to hearing from you.  

Time savings: installation within 10 -15 min-

u tes enables the stretcher to be used during 

aircraft stops of ≥ 25 minutes. Disassembly 

takes approx. 5 minutes. Order our films on 

assembling and disassembling.  

Quality benefits: as designer and manu-

facturer, we guarantee total quality assurance 

with a comprehensive quality and functional 

check of each individual stretcher. this is why 

we are listed as the sole stretcher supplier in 

the Airbus Purchaser technical Specification 

PtS (please request a copy).

Cost benefits: with its outstanding ease of 

maintenance, relevant costs are kept strictly 

under control. More than 400 stretcher units 

in over 50 airlines speaks for itself. Plus most 

Stop Ground Supports throughout the world 

are trained in the use of our stretcher.

More patient satisfaction: thanks to its 

outstanding accessibility and the range of  

different couch settings, the Bucher NGS  

Stretcher offers safety and comfort for the 

patient. It even allows shock victims to be 

placed in the trendelenburg position. And 

with its wide spectrum of accessories, it not 

only meets the needs of the patient but also 

those of your staff.

Solid Advantages That Add Up – On All Counts. 

Bucher Leichtbau AG

Industriestrasse 1a
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“Your compact solution“


